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Hardware.fr has reviewed the SilentWings 2 and Shadow Wings
The French site hardware.fr made a comprehensive review of more than sixty 120 mm
fans. With one of the best performance/silence ratio, the Shadow Wings mid speed 120
mm and the SilentWings 2 definitely stand out of the competition.

Link: http://goo.gl/ZQbKM

PCGH PC now with PSU and fan from be quiet!
The editors from German PC Games Hardware regulary put together some system
configurations for different purposes. These PCs can then be rebuilt by the readers or
ordered at Alternate. The newest offspring "PCGH-High-End-PC GTX660Ti-Edition" not
only features the 500 Watt PCGH edition power supply but also a Shadow Wings 140 mm
fan from be quiet!.

Link: http://goo.gl/r1mzz

Silence, quality and design awards
Polish editors from InfoBIT reviewed an incredible number of 109 fans and among them
were of course some entrants from be quiet!: SilentWings 2  in 120 mm and ShadowWings
SW1 in 120 and 140 mm sizes. Both fans did really well in the comparison and were
announced leaders in terms of silence. The fans all received 3 awards - Silence, Quality
and Design!

Link: http://goo.gl/LXfxQ

Shadow Wings offers good price-performance
British online site eTeknix took a look at be quiet!s fan series Shadow Wings. They
examined the 120 mm size in all three speed variants, as well as the 140 mm version at
mid-speed. They wrote some nice words and gave the whole series their editor's choice
award.

Link: http://goo.gl/CPv5K
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2 awards for Shadow Wings and Silent Wings 2
German online magazine Hardwaremax awarded the Silent Wings 2 and Shadow Wings
Mid-Speed 140 millimeter models. The latter won over the editors due to its great
price/performance ratio whereas the Silent Wings 2 was the first fan in the site's history to
earn the "Exclusive" award and it is especially recommended for silent enthusiasts. 

Link: http://goo.gl/pmMlN

be quiet! 120 millimeter fans reviewed
In a comparison of three be quiet! 120 millimeter fans German online magazine choose
the Silent Wings 2 as their favorite. They especcially liked the variable mounting system,
the extensive accessories and the extreme quietness. They were surprised by the great
price performance ratio of the Shadow Wings, too. The Silent Wings 2 scored a
"Recommended" award.

Link: http://goo.gl/jRkuI

Shadow Wings 120 is new reference fan in France
The French site hardware.fr made a comprehensive review of 40 PWM 120 mm fans. With
one of the best airflow/silence ratio, the Shadow Wings PWM 120 mm stands out of the
competition, becoming the fan reference of the website.

Complete fan portfolio was reviewed
Dutch editors from Hardware.info created an insane roundup inheriting 393 recent fans in
sizes from 80 to 140 Millimetres. They included all of be quiet!s existing fan products, and
the Silent Wings PWM in 120 mm was able to receive a silver award.
 

Shadow Wings turned to iceblock
User "Jarafi" from PCGH community had something special in mind, when he reviewed the
new fan series from be quiet!. He soaked the fan in water and put it in the freezer so it
became a solid iceblock. After unfreezing the fan, it still worked flawlessly. He also made
some interesting pictures of the fan showing airflow characteristics using smoke.
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New fan generation leaves good impression on user
As always, be quiet! tries to get into direct contact with customers and sends out some
early product samples to enthusiastic users. In this case "TheUrbanNinja" from the
Hardwareluxx community was among the lucky ones and compared both new models in
different versions with some competitors.
 

be quiet! “Dominates" PC Games Hardware Fan Round-up
The German publication compared the latest PC case fans models from 13 different
manufacturers in their January issue. The focus was on the popular 120 mm and 140 mm
sizes. Talking about overall standings be quiet! scored first, second and third place in the
140 mm category and first, second, fourth, fifth and ninth place in the 120 mm comparison.
They also received three "Top-Produkt" awards

First record for new fan series
German print magazine PC Games Hardware were the first to get their hands on review
samples of the new fan series from be quiet! called Shadow Wings. So they decided to
publish a small review on these fans ahead of their printed issue. They liked all new fan
models very much. Especially the 120 mm version with low speeds made an impression,
since it set a new bar for low noise fans with stunning 0.1 Sone. It got rewarded as a "top
product".
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